Wood Shed Instructions

**Step 1**
Lay 2 B boards 4' parallel from each other. Mark the locations of columns B and C. Lay 8 D boards onto boards A and secure using Y screws.

**Step 2**
Lay 4 E boards lengthwise on top of the D boards, spaced evenly between the B and C columns. Screw them into the D boards with Z screws.

**Step 3**
Place columns B and C in the front and back spaces marked out. Attach with X screws through the A boards.

**Step 4**
Attach 4 F boards to the top portion of the B and C columns using Y screws.

**Step 5**
Attach 10 G boards to the sides of columns B and C spaced 6" apart using Z screws. Attach 4 H boards spaced evenly between the D rafters with Z screws.

**Step 6**
Cut the ends of the G boards at a 40° angle and attach to the back of the C columns using X screws.

**Step 7**
Attach 1 sheet of plywood to the A and I boards using Y screws.

**Step 8**
Attach the A boards to the ends of the rafters using Z screws. Attach the felt to the plywood using W nails.

**Step 9**
Apply the K roofing of your choice. Then attach the L flashing over the ends of the roofing using Y screws.

**Recommended Tools**
- 1x heavy-duty extension chord
- Circular saw with a 7 1/4" blade
- Hand-held drill with 1/2" Drill Bit
- 1/2" Auger Bit
- Clamps
- Hammer

**Required Materials**
- 4x4 x 6'
- 2x4 x 3'-5 1/4"
- 2x4 x 6'
- 4x4 x 5'-6"
- Treated
- 2x4 x 4'
- 1x4 x 8'
- 8' Flashing
- 1/4" x 5" Lag Screw
- 1/2x4x8' Plywood
- 4' x 3" Felt
- 3" Galvanized Deck Screw
- 1/2" Galvanized Deck Screw
- 1" heavy-duty extension chord